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VJDAs a handout, after our presentation we will provide a flowchart that shows the basic progression through the primary steps of our batch loading procedure.   We did not hand it out before the presentation because it might be confusing if you tried to follow it during the presentation. If you would like a copy of this PowerPoint file, including our comment section, please provide contact information on the sign-up sheet [located …] .



Goal

Implement a standard validation process for 
the timely batch loading of MARC records for 
large sets of electronic resources that we 
receive from a variety of sources so users are 
able to retrieve the records when searching 
the catalog.
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CSMThe process that we are describing in this presentation has been used to batch load records for e-book collections. We began developing the process about 9 months ago and first used it to load a file of records 6 months ago. During the time the we have been using the process, we have continued to make improvements and modifications.This goal statement reflects our library’s current collection development and bibliographic environment.Our library has committed a significant portion of its resources to purchasing e-book collections (some of which are extremely large) and we want to have access to these books through the catalog as soon as possible. In addition, vendor records (including record sets purchased from OCLC) are all different from one another. The more we can standardize the load process, the quicker we will be able to provide access in our catalog.So, we have developed this process in order to load large record sets quickly and efficiently and to identify and correct problems during the load process.



Background Information

The University of Michigan Library:

• Follows the single record approach 

• Shares the catalog with three other libraries 

• Uses a batch process to load records for large 
sets of electronic resources

• Has an Ex Libris Aleph catalog
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CSMThis slide lists four independent but interconnected characteristics of our environment that have shaped the process we have developed. Since the mid-1990s we have followed the single record approach by adding URLs to existing catalog records because we think that provides the best service for our patrons. This means that we needed to develop a match and merge process so that the electronic access data in our batch loaded vendor records could be added to existing catalog records. The University of Michigan Library shares its catalog with three other libraries. However, we only share cataloging records with one of the libraries and the shared records are only for print resources. We don’t share our electronic version records because we each have our own servers, and each library’s URLs only work for users who are affiliated with that campus. The other two libraries that share the catalog have separate records for their print and their electronic resources. Since vendor e-resource records are only merged with catalog records for titles held by the University of Michigan Library, we had to incorporate the presence of non-University of Michigan Library records in the catalog into the match and merge process.And finally, the conditions for matching are influenced by the functionality of our ILS, which is Aleph.



Broad Overview
• Record retrieval

• Initial review

• Validation

• Matching, loading, and merging

• Post-load error resolution

• Dry run

• Vendor profile

• Tracking database
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VJDThis is a broad overview of our process.We begin with record retrieval, where various methods of retrieval are identified.Then there is initial review and validation to ascertain the basic usefulness of the records,  and to determine vendor specific values and considerations.Next is the actual matching, adding and merging of records, resulting in bibliographic and index updates, and reports for review.Finally, is the post-load error resolution, utilizing inserted error message fields and generated reports for identifying and correcting errors.Also, we will cover the dry run, vendor profile and tracking database, which are mechanisms that we developed to address issues that were identified as we developed the load procedure.



Record Retrieval Options

• FTP from ftp site

• Download from website

• Email attachment
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VJDWe receive files in these three ways:  [read screen]The record retrieval is not automated and this is not being planned at this time because of the frequent changes in the details of retrieval, such as site and password changes, or even the method changing from ftp to website download. 



Initial Review - Systems

Uses MarcEdit and/or a Perl program for 
viewing MARC records to:
• Confirm validity of MARC records

• Identify character sets and issues

• Get record counts
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VJDDepending on how a file is retrieved, either MarcEdit is used on a pc, or a Perl program is used on the server to open and read files in order to confirm that the records are in MARC format.  If the files are not readable, they are probably not in MARC format, or they have some extraneous data included.At this time, all of the records that are processed with this load procedure utilize the MARC8 character set.  However, sometimes a non-recognized stray character causes record mapping to be skewed.  Also, we anticipate files utilizing UTF8, and are preparing to accommodate them.Record counts are used to check that we received the number of records that were expected, and to anticipate the amount of time that will be needed to process and load the records. 



Initial Review - Cataloging

• Unique 035 record identifier

• 710 or 730 vendor added entry

• 856 with a $z note
– 856 $z Access to the <vendor name> online 

version  is restricted 
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CSMCataloging staff use MarcEdit to open the vendor file. We do a quick scan of the records to identify any obvious problems. Since some of the files are large this initial manual review is of limited value which is why we rely on the programs that Systems staff run during the next steps of the process.It is at this point in the process that the cataloging staff provides Systems with the three data elements on this slide.The 035 is a unique identifier that is created for each vendor. We usually create the 035 by combining the 001 control number and 003 vendor identifier code that are in the incoming record. The record in our catalog for an individual title may have multiple 035s if we have access to the full text from more than one source. We would use the 035 to retrieve catalog records if we ever need to remove a vendor’s access information from one of our records.The 710/730 vendor added entry field allows staff, including Public Services staff, to retrieve record sets by doing a heading search.The 856 $z note is used to identify the source of our electronic access, which is particularly helpful in catalog records for resources with multiple URLs.



Local Policy

• Corrections are made to:

– Access points

– Data elements that affect record retrieval

• Corrections are not made when the errors do 
not affect access
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CSMWe worked with our Technical Services Policy Group to determine the types of changes that we would and would not make to batch loaded records.The guidelines that we follow for loading and changing vendor records are:  Records with errors that affect the indexing of access points are loaded, suppressed, and reported out. An example of this situation is a record with more than one 245 field. Records with errors or unexpected data that do not affect indexing are loaded and reported out, but are not suppressed. For example, we load and report out vendor records that have more than one URL in the record, because we have found instances where the additional URL was not functional. In those cases we have manually deleted the unwanted URL from the loaded record. Errors that do not affect access (such as spacing, punctuation, and capitalization) are ignored.



Validation

Perl 
• Lint and Errorcheck

• Local program that makes corrections and 
supplies defaults
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VJD Lint and Errorcheck are freely available Perl modules that check for structural and content errors in MARC records.  We incorporated them into a local program that accesses a locally developed decision table associating an action, such as Report, Suppress, with each error, and then inserts into the incoming record a local 969 field containing the error and action for each identified error.Subsequently, another local program examines the records and addresses local requirements and defaults, and modifies the incoming record, as necessary.



Errors and Actions

Errors are linked to one of the following actions:

• Ignore the error

• Remove the data

• Use a local default

• Load the record and report the error

• Load the record and suppress it from public view

• Terminate processing
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CSMWe used the guidelines that were developed in conjunction with the Technical Services Policy Group to determine the action that is associated with each type of error.Errors that don’t affect access or indexing (such as multiple internal spaces in a field) are ignored and not reported.Fields that are not retained in University of Michigan records (such as the 510 citation note) are removed.Defaults are supplied for missing data that is considered essential, for instance a missing 006 or 007 field.If the error does not affect access but we think we might want to update the record, we load the record and report the error. An example is a missing place of publication in the 260 field. If the error does affect access, we load the record and suppress it from public view. An example is a record with multiple 1XX fields.We terminate processing if there is corrupt data, such as invalid record length.There are also conditions that will prevent merging with an existing record. For example, the existing record already has a URL for this vendor. Less serious conditions allow for merging, and are reported for correction.



969 Samples

• 96999 $$aREPORT preload validation 
error$$b020: Subfield a has bad checksum, 
1212121212(cased)

• 96999 $$aSUPPRESS preload validation 
error$$b245: Field is not repeatable

• 96999 $$aREPORT local routine error$$brecord
lacked 007, created default 007
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CSMThis is what the catalogers see in the 969 fields that are added to the vendor records. We can tell both what the error is (bad checksum, field is not repeatable, record lacked an 007)and the action (which is in all capital letters) that was taken (REPORT, SUPPRESS) during the load process.



Match Points - Existing

Existing catalog record:

• System control number – 035  

• LCCN – 010 $a; 010 $z

• ISBN – 020 $a; 020 $z
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CSMWe have used these three unique identifiers for our match points. A match on any of these data elements will result in a merge, unless the match is only on 010 $z or 020 $z.The 010 $z and 020 $z, which MARC21 defines are cancelled or invalid LCCNs and ISBNs respectively, are match points because they are included in our Aleph LCCN and ISBN indexes. In addition, with the adoption of the Provider Neutral E-Monograph MARC Record Guide, which prescribes use of the 020 $z when the e-resource record contains the ISBN for a different format, we can no longer assume that matches on 020 $z are invalid.



Match Points - Incoming

Incoming vendor record:

• System control number – 035; 776 $w (OCoLC)

• LCCN – 010 $a; 776 $w (DLC)

• ISBN – 020 $a; 020 $z, 776 $z
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CSMBecause we follow the single record approach, many of the e-resources that we are cataloging already have records in our catalog. So we use the “other format” match points in the 776 field to increase the likelihood that an incoming record will match an existing record. Future plans include using the 776 data elements in our existing records as match points.



Match Processing

Aleph matching  mechanism

• Match criteria

• Each incoming record  is placed in one of three 
files:
– Matched more than one existing record

– Matched only one existing record 

– Matched no existing record
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VJDWe use a standard Aleph mechanism for matching.  It requires input of field and subfield match criteria for incoming records, and the designation of an Aleph index or indexes for existing records.The Aleph mechanism puts each record in a file based on whetherit matched on multiple existing records, in which case it will be examined further to determine if it can be loaded as new, merged with just one record, or else reported as a multiple match;it matched only one existing record, in which case it will be merged with that one; it matched no existing record, in which case it will be loaded as a new record.



Multiple Match Processing

The holdings location information associated 
with all existing matched records is examined 
to determine if the incoming record can be:
• Treated as a new record

• Treated as a single match 

• Rejected and reported
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VJDMultiple match processing is performed in order to identify if any of the multiply matched records has only University of Michigan holdings, and none belonging to any of the other libraries.If none of the records has University of Michigan holdings, then the incoming record is treated as a new record, not a merge.If only one of the records has University of Michigan holdings, then the incoming record is treated as a single match to be merged.If more than one of the records has University of Michigan holdings, then the incoming record is reported with the Aleph system numbers of all matched existing records, and not processed for adding as new or merging.



Multiple Match Skip Report

Flowchart “B”
LDR ^^^^^nam^^2200349^a^4500
006 m^^^^^^^^d^^^^^^^^
007 cr^cn|||||||||
008 990514s2000^^^^enkab^^^sb^^^^001^0^eng
010 $$z777888
020 $$a1234567890
035 $$a(EVND)xyz5000328
040 $$aEVND$$cEVND$$dMiU
1001 $$aFine, Matthew.
24513 $$aNation and society$$h[electronic resource]/$$cMatthew Fine.
260 $$aCambridge, UK ;$$aNew York, NY :$$bCambridge University Press,$$c2000.
651 0 $$aRhine River Valley$$xSocial conditions.
7300 $$aElec Vendor Digital Library.
85640 $$zAccess to the Elec Vendor Digital Library online version restricted; authentication 

may be required:$$uhttp://site.evendor.com/lib/umich/Doc?id=5000328
96999 $$aREPORT preload validation error$$b245: First word, nation, does not appear to 

be an article, check 2nd indicator (3).
MAT $$a004060332,006060447
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Single Match Processing

A  locally written Perl program: 

• Examines and compares a copy of the matched 
existing record and the incoming record

• Identifies conflicts 

• Merges incoming fields into the copy

• Inserts appropriate 969 field(s) into the copy

• Reports and rejects, or prepares the merged 
record for loading
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VJDSingle Match ProcessingA copy is made of the matched existing record identified for possible merging.This copy and the incoming record are programmatically examined to identify conflicts that impact merging.Incoming 020, 035, 7xx and 856 fields are merged into the copy of the existing record.969 fields with descriptions of all problems identified by this program are inserted into the copy.Finally, a decision is made whether to forward the merged copy for overlaying of the existing record, or to skip the record and report it on the Single Match Skip report.



Merged Record (without error)
Flowchart “Merge”

LDR ^^^^^nmm^^2200349^a^4500
006 m^^^^^^^^d^^^^^^^^
007 cr||n|||||||||
008 001027s2000^^^^enka^^^^sb^^^^001^0^eng
020 $$a0415236978 (hardcover)
020 $$a9780001234567 (ebook)
035 $$a(EVND)xyz2002502
040 $$aEVND$$cEVND$$dEYM
1001 $$aGannon, Julia.
24510 $$aNetworking children$$h[electronic resource]:$$bcare and family life in later 

childhood/$$cJulia Gannon.
260 $$aLondon :$$bRoutledgeFalmer,$$c2000.
300 $$avii,232p. :$$bill. ;$$c23 cm.
650 0 $$aChildren$$xFamily relationships.
7300 $$aElec Vendor Digital Library.
85641 $$zAccess to the Elec Vendor Digital Library online version restricted; 

authentication may be required:$$uhttp://site.evendor.com/lib/umich 
/Doc?d=2002502
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Single Match Skip

Conditions causing the merge to be skipped:
• Existing record already has URL for vendor

• Existing record is suppressed

• Existing record has no holdings
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Single Match Skip Report
Flowchart “C”

LDR ^^^^^nam^^22003254a^4500
006 m^^^^^^^^d^^^^^^^^
007 cr||n|||||||||
008 000330s2001^^^^enkab^^^sb^^^^001^0^eng
020 $$a1212121212(cased) :$$c45.00
035 $$a(EVND)xyz2002446
040 $$aEVND$$cEVND$$dMiU
1001 $$aWilliams, Martin,$$d1971-
24510 $$aCharting cyberspace$$h[electronic resource]$$cMartin Williams.
260 $$aLondon ;$$aNew York :$$bRoutledge,$$c2001.
650 0 $$aComputers and civilization.
7300 $$aElec Vendor Digital Library.
85640 $$zAccess to the Elec Vendor Digital Library online version restricted; authentication 

may be required:$$uhttp://site.evendor.com/lib/umich/Doc?id=2002446
96999 $$aREPORT preload validation error$$b020: Subfield a has bad checksum, 

1212121212(cased)
96999 $$aSKIP MERGE $$bmatched sys rec 003724124 already has an 856 for this vendor, 

skipped
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New Record (with errors)
Flowchart “New”

LDR ^^^^^nmm^^2200349^a^4500
001 xyz2002502
003 EVND
006 m^^^^^^^^d^^^^^^^^
007 cr||n|||||||||
008 001027s2000^^^^enka^^^^sb^^^^001^0^eng
010 $$z987654
020 $$a9780415236977 (hardcover)
035 $$a(EVND)xyz2002502
040 $$aEVND$$cEVND$$dMiU
1001 $$aGannon, Julia.
24510 $$aNetworking children /$$h[electronic resource]$$cJulia Gannon.
24510 $$aNetworking children$$h[electronic resource]:$$bcare and family life in later childhood/$$cJulia

Gannon.
260 $$aLondon :$$bRoutledgeFalmer,$$c2000.
650 0 $$aChildren$$xFamily relationships.
7300 $$aElec Vendor Digital Library.
85640 $$zAccess to the Elec Vendor Digital Library online version restricted; authentication may be required: 

$$uhttp: //site.evendor.com/lib/umich/Doc?id=2002502
96999 $$aSUPPRESS preload validation error$$b245:Field is not repeatable.
96999 $$aSUPPRESS local routine error$$bLDR/06 is m
96999 $$aREPORT local routine error$$brecord lacked 007, created default 007
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Load Reports

Flowchart “D”

Suppressed Record Report
004870199 24510 $$aNetworking children /$$h[electronic resource]$$cJulia Gannon.
004870199 24510 $$aNetworking children$$h[electronic resource] :$$bcare and family life in 

later childhood/$$cJulia Gannon.
004870199 96999 $$aSUPPRESS preload validation error$$b245: Field is not repeatable.
004870199 96999 $$aSUPPRESS local routine error$$bLDR/06 is m
004870199 96999 $$aREPORT local routine error$$brecord lacked 007, created default 007

Non-Suppressed Record Report
006060450 24510 $$aAnimals in space$$h[electronic resource]$$cMary Jones.
006060450 96999 $$aREPORT preload validation error$$b020: Subfield a has bad checksum, 

1765748590(cased)
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Load Report Review

• Catalogers decide:

– Load as new

– Merge with existing Aleph record

– Do not load

– Unsuppress the loaded record

• Catalogers communicate back to Systems

• Systems processes previously unloaded 
records through a second pass
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CSMCatalogers review the reports and communicate our decisions back to Systems via an Excel spreadsheet, or make the changes ourselves. For a record that could not be loaded during the initial processing, we make one of the following decisions:Load as new – For records that were skipped during the initial load, we consult the error messages in the 969 field and review any existing records in Aleph that might be a match to determine whether the vendor record can actually be loaded. A situation where there is a potential match that was skipped is when the vendor record matched on an existing suppressed record. If the cataloger decides to delete the suppressed record from the catalog or determines that both the suppressed record and the vendor record should be in the catalog, the cataloger will tell Systems to load the vendor record as new.Merge with existing Aleph record – In this situation the cataloger determines that the merge should occur even though an error prohibited the merge from occurring during the initial load.  Do Not Load – The cataloger determines that the vendor record should not be loaded. An example of this would be the situation where the vendor’s URL is already in an existing catalog record for that title. Records that are loaded and suppressed – The cataloger will make the necessary changes to the loaded vendor record and then unsuppress the record.



Vendor Profile

• Record containing vendor specific parameters
• Resides on server
• Accessed by all load steps
• Sample profile entries:

– vprof_7xx         710 or 730, which to add including 
indicators

– vprof_856_subz value for 856$z, e.g. Access to 
the [vendor] online version restricted;   
authentication may be required: 

– vprof_match_routine match routine from tab_match for 
p_manage_36, e.g. MULT1 
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VJDWe discovered that there are many data elements that require vendor specific wording, and processing steps that may or may not be necessary for every vendor.  In order to address these, we create a vendor profile for each vendor, containing data and processing indicators specific to that vendor. The vendor profile resides on the server and is accessed by all load steps.Some examples of profile entries are:One that designates whether a 710 or a 730 will be added to the record,Another contains the text to be used in the 856 subfield z,And one indicates which match routine will be used.



Dry Run 

• Identifies and addresses problems before the actual load
• Reports

– Flowchart item A, Error Summary Report (with counts)
17 96999 $$aSUPPRESS local routine error$$bLDR/06 is m

2 96999 $$aSUPPRESS preload validation error$$b245: Field is not 
repeatable.

1 96999 $$aSKIP MERGE $$bmatched sys rec 003724124 already has  
an 856 for this vendor

– Sample Records Reports
• Some to be loaded as new
• Some to be merged with existing

• Review
– Reports delivered to Cataloging staff
– Catalogers communicate findings to Systems
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VJDAs our procedure evolved, we realized that we needed a mechanism for identifying and evaluating all errors prior to actual loading, so we developed the dry run.  The dry run is a step preceding the actual load process that includes all of the steps in the load process up to, but not including, the actual updating of the bibliographic database.  Reports generated by the dry run are used to identify problematic situations.  They include a summary report with totals for each error encountered.  For example, on this slide, the first sample entry for this report begins with “17,” which is the number of times the error occurred.There are also reports containing some of the records to be loaded or merged. These reports are delivered to catalogers who review them, and then communicate with Systems about unexpected situations that need to be addressed. An example of the usefulness of this step is that a recent review of dry run results revealed a match rate lower than expected, so the match criteria was changed to include the 020 subfield z, and another dry run was performed to confirm expectations.



Tracking Database

• Each load has a record in the database

• The database tracks information about the:

– Dry run 

– Loading of records into production 

– Number of records loaded as new and 
number of records that were merged
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CSMThe tracking database is another recent addition to the process. We now have a stand-alone Access database for tracking our record loads. We found that this was necessary as the number of different vendor record sets we were loading proliferated and more staff became involved in the process. In addition, some record sets are one-time loads while others have updates. The tracking database provides both the Cataloging and the Systems staff with the ability to know the status of each load, including the staff person who is responsible, from the point of the dry run until the production load is finished.We also generate reports from the database so that, for any given time period, we can review the status and get record counts for all the loads that have been initiated. 



Discussion Topics
• What are the strengths and limitations of the tools 

that are available for retrieving, loading and reviewing 
large record sets?

• Given that some record sets require a significant 
amount of effort to load, how “free” are the records 
that vendors include in license agreements?

• What level of staff expertise is required to manage 
and monitor batch record loads?

• How can we monitor the quality of the records in 
large sets?

• How can librarians collaborate with vendors to 
improve the quality of their record sets?
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CSMThis concludes our description of the process that we have developed. This handout is the flowchart of the batch loading workflow that was on our second slide.Before we move on to the questions that have occurred to us and any other record loading topics you would like to discuss, are there any questions about the process that we have described?Our contact information is on the next slide.



THANK YOU

Connie McGuire

cmcguire@umich.edu

Vicki Dillon

vjdillon@umich.edu
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